Abstract This article presents an explorative analysis of community resilience to seismic hazard in the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake area of Southwest China. We used a regression model to analyze the impact of 13 key socioeconomic and demographic variables on community resilience in 105 counties, based on data derived from population census and provincial statistical yearbooks of China. In this research, we argue that community resilience should be measured by the change of population growth rate (Ddp) instead of population growth rate (dp) when using socioeconomic data from a fast-growing country such as China. Using Ddp as the dependent variable resulted in a better regression model. To avoid the common multicollinearity problems among the independent variables, a principal component-based factor analysis was used to consolidate the socioeconomic variables into four comprehensive factors. The geographically weighted regression coefficient maps revealed the spatial pattern of the association of the variables with resilience. We also used the K-means cluster method to segment the study area into four subregions that exhibit localized characteristics defined by the regression coefficients. In this way, we could infer location-sensitive disaster management policies that help to enhance social resilience to seismic hazards.
Introduction
In a rapidly developing country like China, society becomes more vulnerable to seismic hazards because of the relatively low preparedness for disasters in comparison with the high speed growth of economy and population accompanied by fast urban expansion (Zheng et al. 2015) . Wenchuan Earthquake in Southwest China has attracted significant attention because it caused great casualties and substantial property losses (Li et al. 2015a) . Faced with potential future tragic losses from seismic disasters, China needs to address scientific questions such as: (1) Will severe losses slow down the recovery of the affected communities? (2) If not, what are the social and economic characteristics that would contribute most to post-disaster recovery and enhance the impacted community's resilience? (3) How should the government develop locally adapted strategic plans for optimized regional recovery with limited resources?
The definition of social resilience has been discussed in the literature (Holling 1973 (Holling , 1996 Adger et al. 2005; Cutter et al. 2008) . Turner et al. (2003) have pointed out that vulnerability is not only just exposure to hazards, but also includes sensitivity and resilience to disastrous events. Some researchers (such as Norris et al. 2008) have suggested that resilience can be understood as a ''capacity,'' a ''process,'' an ''outcome,'' or a certain combination of these three concepts for reducing damage and improving recovery. Brown and Kulig (1996) used community resilience to measure different communities' recoverability or adjustability from misfortune. Paton and Johnston (2001) defined community resilience as the capacity to recover from hazard damage and the ability to effectively deal with future exposure to hazards. We adopt the definition of resilience proposed by the United States National Research Council (NRC 2012, p. 1) , which considers resilience to be ''…the ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover from, and more successfully adapt to adverse events over time.'' Through an explorative analysis using regression models, this research identifies the economic and social characteristics of disaster-stricken communities that could affect their postdisaster recovery. We anticipate that the scientific findings from this research can help government agencies and policymakers formulate quick response strategies to seismic disasters so a disaster area can quickly return to its normal status, or in other words, achieve greater resiliency.
Previous research has suggested that a variety of statistical models can successfully evaluate the association of resilience and socioeconomic variables. For example, Cutter et al. (2008) provided a theoretical framework for local scale resilience assessment-the disaster resilience of place model. These authors treated resilience as a continuous dynamic process influenced by both exposure and exogenous factors from social systems. Later Cutter et al. (2010) introduced another set of indicators to derive a baseline resilience index for communities. Lam et al. (2015) used the resilience inference model to assess community resilience to hurricane hazards. Bruneau et al. (2003) developed a quantitative framework that measured the speed of recovery using four resilience dimensions (technical, organizational, social, and economic) of four systems (electric power, water, hospital, and local response and recovery systems). Based on this framework, they evaluated how economic losses would affect resilience.
Many social science researchers have criticized quantitative methods because numeric measures often neglect the uniqueness of a society or its individual members. Such uniqueness requires that the policies inferred from simulation models must be location sensitive (Cloke et al. 1991; Smith 1998) . In most applications of geographical analyses, statistical approaches are used in a ''cookbook'' fashion without considering the spatial features of the data (Fotheringham et al. 2000) . General nonspatial statistical models do not incorporate locational information in their calculations, and therefore they are not suitable for policy making under conditions of geographical heterogeneity (Zheng et al. 2016) . Although the important role of geographic information systems (GIS) in disaster management sciences is widely accepted, most research has only used GIS as a mapping and data collection tool (Zheng et al. 2013) , and has neglected the ability of GIS to provide spatially varied disaster mitigation plans and recovery strategies. In this research, we have introduced a geographically weighted regression (GWR) model supported by a GIS in order to build location-dependent regression models. The aim is to find a better strategic approach to community recovery and sustainable socioeconomic development in earthquake disaster areas. GWR is a local regression model that could reconcile the use of statistical regression models with GIS (Fotheringham et al. , 2003 . The use of locally sampled data and distanceweighted solutions addresses the spatial nonstationarity problem of regression models. In addition, the regression coefficients from GWR exhibit a certain spatial pattern, the correct reading of which could help better understand the association of resilience with socioeconomic variables place by place . We can derive location-specific disaster management plans that effectively assist to enhance the sustainability of those areas that are threatened by seismic hazards.
Study Area and Data Sources
The study area is the region in southwestern China that was impacted by the Wenchuan Earthquake in 2008, including the epicenter and surrounding areas in Sichuan Province (Fig. 1a) . The Wenchuan Earthquake caused over 69,227 casualties and resulted in losses of RMB 845.1 billion Yuan (over USD 130 billion); more than 90 % of these losses occurred in Sichuan Province (Guo 2012 ). The quake intensity map in Fig. 1b was based on the data provided by the United States Geological Survey (USGS 2008). As shown in Fig. 1b , the earthquake intensity peaked at the epicenter in Wenchuan and Lixian Counties, and gradually weaker impacts occurred up to about 200 km away. Figure 1c Paton et al. (2000 Paton et al. ( , 2006 found that the demographic characteristics of the community, including age, race, gender, occupation, and socioeconomic condition, were related to social resilience. Cutter et al. (2008) assessed community resilience according to economic indicators and community competence, such as employment, value of property, wealth generation, health and wellness, and so on. The H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics, and the Environment (2000) concluded that social vulnerability and resilience were influenced by several socioeconomic characteristics including commercial and industrial development, residential property, level of education, and medical services, among others. But there has not been a consensus on the best core variables with which to study community resilience.
In light of previous vulnerability and resilience research (The H. John Heinz III Center for Science, Economics, and the Environment 2000; Paton et al. 2000; Cutter et al. 2003; Paton and Johnston 2006; Nelson et al. 2009 ), and considering the limited data availability in China, we selected 13 social and economic variables for our regression analysis, as listed in Table 1 . Social condition was accounted for using total population, ethnic and urban populations, age, education levels, and employment variables. To account for the level of economic development, GDP per capita, proportion of primary industry, and proportion of secondary industry were selected to reflect economic influences on resilience. Additionally, we used average wage, per capita saving deposit balances, and the number of hospital and social welfare beds as the index of the level of living standard, medical treatment, and social welfare for each county. We opted to normalize the data by total population to avoid the modifiable areal unit problem (Fotheringham et al. 1995) . Besides the variables in Table 1 , the total population data of 2005, 2007, 2008, and 2010 for each county were collected from the annual Sichuan Statistical Yearbooks (Sichuan Provincial Bureau 2006, 2008, 2009, 2011) to calculate the change of population growth rate (Ddp) before and after the earthquake (Fig. 1d) . Not all counties within the earthquake area were included in the analysis because of the missing data problem. For this reason, we merged five counties (Jinjiang, Jinniu, Qingyang, Wuhou, and Chenghua) into one unit of analysis as the Chengdu Metropolitan Area. We used the aggregated data of the Suining urban areas, instead of its two subareas: Chuanshan and Anju Counties. Furthermore, six counties of Zigong City experienced administrative boundary change between 2000 and 2010. Hence we used Zigong City as one study unit. For the same reason, we treated Beichuan and Anxian Counties as one unit. To ensure that the study area is contiguous, a few geographically isolated counties were not included, such as Kaijiang and Tongchuan Counties. As a result, a total of 105 units ( Fig. 1a ) from Sichuan Province were used for data analyses.
Data Analyses
In this section, we present the data analysis of the socioeconomic variables. First, we calculated the change in population growth rate (Ddp) as the dependent variable. Then, we used the factor analysis to consolidate the explanatory variables into four factors. A global ordinary least squares (OLS) regression model was used to confirm the association between the dependent variables and the explanatory variables. The following GWR revealed the spatial dependence of the regression coefficients. We also carried out a K-means clustering analysis on the GWR coefficients to derive location-sensitive policies that would, if employed, enhance community resilience.
Resilience Index
In the hazard risk research literature, no consensus exists on what is the best way is to measure resilience (Bevington et al. 2011) . Some scholars advocate the use of evacuation/ return ratio as a resilience measurement. However, the data for tracking population migration are not often available, especially for large study area like the one examined in this research. Even in a data-rich area such as New Orleans in the US after Hurricane Katrina in 2005, it is still impossible to track people's migration. Therefore, we chose to use the change in population growth rate (Ddp) before and after the earthquake as the resilience index in this study. Population is a more summative variable to measure resilience than economic variables, such as GDP and income growth (Pelling 2003; UNISDR 2004; Cutter et al. 2008) . Population growth (dp) has been similarly used by many studies as the recovery indicator (Chang 2010; Finch et al. 2010; Li et al. 2010 Li et al. , 2015a . Nevertheless, this measure of population growth may include the portion from natural growth, which might have a higher contribution than the impact of disasters, especially in areas experiencing rapid urban expansion. For this reason, we used the measure of change in population growth rate between the pre-and post-seismic event periods as the resilience index, which is calculated as:
where Ddp is the difference of population growth rate before and after the 2008 Wenchuan Earthquake event, P2010 is the population of 2010, and so on. Figure 1d shows the spatial pattern of the change of population growth rate (Ddp). We assume that the population growth rate was mainly affected by the earthquake disaster, that is, deaths, migration, and immigration. We make this assumption based on the following reasoning: (1) population growth rate is relatively stable in China unless there is an abrupt change in policies, such as birth control or fertility, (2) if the first assumption holds true, the change in population growth rate of the area during the 2005-2010 period should be associated with the major disaster event of 2008, and (3) communities with high resilience should maintain a relatively stable population growth rate when hit by such disasters.
Factor Analysis
For independent variables we use 13 socioeconomic variables. The descriptive statistics of these socioeconomic variables are shown in Table 2 . Because the socioeconomic variables are always correlated, they must be selected or transformed to avoid the multicollinearity problem (Ghosh and Manson 2008) . In this research, we employed principal component-based factor analysis to create a set of new variables that are orthogonal to each other. Factor analysis can reduce the dimensionality of the data by aggregating them to fewer comprehensive factors, reduce the possibility of multicollinearity existing in the variables, and at the same time maintain sufficient data variance with more comprehensive factors (Harman 1976; Chatfield and Collins 1980; Hair et al. 1998) . Therefore, factor analysis is quite often used on multivariate data for dimension reduction or to condense multiple input variables to several orthogonal and meaningful factors (Hair et al. 1998) . It is widely used for dealing with a large number of input variables that are potentially correlated to each other at a certain level. For example, many social studies have used factor analysis to derive a social vulnerability index (Cutter et al. 2003) for disaster science and management. Unlike the piecewise regression method that discards some input variables, factor analysis tends to retain useful information as much as possible from all variables. It also helps remove data noise by extracting a few principal components as factors, neglecting those components with low eigenvalues, which are possible noise components.
We conducted the factor analysis in the form of a principal component analysis (PCA) (Jolliffe 2010) . Thirteen socioeconomic variables were put into the factor analysis module in the SPSS statistical software package. The variables were standardized to zero mean and unit variance before being transformed. Feasibility tests using the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) test for sampling adequacy and Bartlett's sphericity test indicate the suitability of the variables for factor analysis, which can be found in Table 3 . The KMO value of greater than 0.8 shows that the correlation among the variables is relatively high. The Bartlett's test indicates that the variables' independence assumption should be rejected, and the application of factor analysis was necessary. As a result, the 13 input variables were reduced to four factors by PCA and a varimax rotation (Table 4) , which account for 79.95 % of the variance in the input variables. The variables with high componentloading scores (red-colored numbers in Table 4 ) were used to interpret the factors. The factors were identified as follows: Factor 1 is about urbanization level (population density, age, level of education, and urban population, residential property, and medical care capacity), Factor 2 is defined as economic structure, Factor 3 is income level and ethnicity, and Factor 4 is about employment status and social welfare.
The maps of the four factors for the 105 counties are shown in Fig. 2. From Fig. 2a , we can see that the counties with high Factor 1 score are mainly in highly urbanized metropolitan areas, such as the metropolitan areas of Chengdu, Mianyang, Deyang, Yibin, Yaan, and Luzhou, and the counties surrounding these urban areas (Fig. 2a) . The map of Factor 2 (Fig. 2b) shows economic dependency on secondary industries and those areas with secondary industries as the mainstay of their economic base (Wenchuan, Lixian, Maoxian, Yaan, and so on) are mainly found in the west of the region. The counties with primary industries are mostly located in the east. The Chengdu Metropolitan Area has the lowest scores of Factor 2 in the study area-in Chengdu, the proportion of the secondary industries in GDP is very low, and the mainstay of the economic base is the tertiary industry. Factor 3 (Fig. 2c) , which combines income and ethnicity, exhibits the distribution of the ethnic minority people and higher income in the 105 counties. The ethnic minority population resides predominantly in the Aba Prefecture. This area is relatively sluggish in economic development due to its high topographic relief and physical isolation from other areas. Two other prefectures in Sichuan Province-Ganzi and Liangshan-are also mainly occupied by minority population.
But due to missing county-level economic loss data, Ganzi and Liangshan are not included in our study, which makes Aba Prefecture a geographically isolated area with respect to Factor 3. In Fig. 2d , areas with a high Factor 4 score (employment and social welfare) are located around the metropolitan areas of Chengdu, Deyang, Ziyang, Leshan, and Guangan.
Confirmative Analysis with Global Ordinary Least Squares Model
The four factors from the factor analysis along with the two variables about the earthquake-earthquake intensity and loss per capita-were used as the explanatory variables in a linear regression to examine their relationships with the change in the population growth rate. The change in population growth rate before and after the earthquake event (Ddp) was used as the resilience index, that is, the dependent variable of the regression. The initial round of OLS regression showed there are two outliers: Hanyuan County (OLS residual 10.66) and Mabian County (OLS residual -6.30). Because regression models can be severely affected by outliers, we removed these two counties and used only the remaining 103 units in the study area in the following analysis. At the second round of regression with the 103 counties, the least squares regression result (Table 5) shows that the intercept (general level of recovery capability), loss per capita, and Factors 1 and 3 in the model are statistically significant. Loss per capita has a positive coefficient, whereas the intercept and Factors 1 and 3 have negative coefficients. The variance inflation factor (VIF) values, which are used to quantify the severity of multicollinearity in the OLS analysis, do not suggest any multicollinearity among the independent variables. The coefficient of adjusted r-squared for the recovery capability is 0.31, which suggests a significant amount of unexplained variance by the regression model. The residual map (Fig. 3) shows that the residual has no obvious spatial clusters. The negative sign of the intercept indicates that in general this study area had a significantly lower population growth rate after the earthquake than the pre-seismic event rate. This change was very likely due to the earthquake disaster. The negative sign of Factor 1 indicates that the resilience to the earthquake disaster may be inversely related to the degree of urbanization. Areas with a higher density of human construction may need more time to rebuild than the rural areas.
The coefficient of Factor 3 is also significantly negative, suggesting that the ethnic minorities have less resilience to earthquakes. Similar findings about ethnic minority groups were reported before but in different study areas in metropolitan areas in the eastern and southern US (Cutter et al. 2003) . In fact, many scholars have suggested that cultural obstacles and marginalization of ethnic minorities would have an adverse effect on these communities' social vulnerability, resistance to disasters, and the ability to recover (Cutter et al. 2003) . In Southwest China, a high percentage of ethnic minority communities often live in isolated areas, are poor with limited income and low levels of economic development, and exhibit a lack of infrastructure as well as limited access to communication technology (Shan 2010) .
According to the disaster literature (Cutter et al. 2003; Bruneau et al. 2003) , areas with more damage and greater economic loss may need a longer time to recover. This is not the case with the Wenchuan Earthquake area in Southwest China, however, as illustrated by our regression model. Loss per capita from the earthquake has a significant positive association with resilience in our case study. This apparent counterintuitive result can be explained by the fact that those counties that suffered more losses have received more resources from the government for reconstruction. The prioritized allocation of resources for reconstruction, labor, and funds from society and government might have contributed to a faster recovery and thus created apparent higher community resilience from the seismic disaster. Economic loss per capita is still the main criteria for prioritizing disaster relief and recovery by the government (Guo 2012) . Our model shows that communities and individuals who really need more assistance may well be located in ethnic monitory and densely built-up areas. The standardized coefficients of the independent variables ranked from high to low by their magnitude are: Factor 3, loss per capita, Factor 1, Factor 2, intensity, and Factor 4. Because Factor 2, Factor 4, and intensity are not significant, we do not provide deeper discussion on these variables.
Explorative Analysis with the Geographically Weighted Regression Model
In addition to the classic OLS regression model, localized regression models such as a GWR could provide knowledge about the spatial stationarity of the model and spatial pattern of the coefficients (Unwin 1996; Fotheringham et al. 1998) . Unlike the OLS method, which estimates the global behavior of coefficients regardless of geographical settings and locations (Panik 2009 ), GWR estimates the local parametersb(i) at location i that minimize local regression error constrained by a geographically weighted matrix w i (Hastie and Tibshirani 1990; Fotheringham et al. 1998 Fotheringham et al. , 2003 Panik 2009 ):
where WðiÞ ¼
is a matrix of weights specific to location i and the values are between 0 and 1. W in is the weight given to data point n by the impact between location i and location n. The weights are usually modeled as a Gaussian-shape distance decay function with higher weights assigned to closer locations (Fotheringham et al. 2003) .
We ran the GWR analysis with the same variables selected for the global OLS model. The bandwidth parameter of the GWR model is set to be adaptive. The adaptive bandwidth is especially useful to deal with spatial heterogeneity. Calibration of bandwidth is based on the method of Akaike information criterion (AIC) (Akaike 1974 ). The AIC method can find the best model among a group of the candidates that has the maximum likelihood:
where L is the likelihood function of the model fitness, k is the number of parameters. Therefore, the best bandwidth parameter is the one with the minimum AIC value. The statistical summary report of the GWR model is shown in Table 6 . Figure 4 maps the residuals of the GWR model. The mean AIC is 346.12 in the GWR model, achieving a slightly better goodness-of-fit. Similarly, the adjusted r-squared slightly increased from 0.31 (OLS) to 0.333 (GWR), which indicates that there is a marginal gain in explanatory power by the GWR model with the use of localized data samples. Figure 5 displays maps of the local r-squared. The figure shows that local r-squared derived by the GWR model decrease gradually from northwest to southeast in the study area. Figure 6 shows the spatial patterns of the coefficients for intercept, intensity of earthquake, economic loss per capita, Factors 1-4. Local p-values were used to determine whether the coefficients were significant (shaded area) or not (non-shaded area). The intercepts are higher in the south than the north of the area. This distribution indicates the generally higher recovery capability of the counties in the southern part of Sichuan Province (Fig. 6a) . Although the OLS model did not find any significant association between the earthquake intensity and resilience, the GWR model found the coefficients are significant for four counties located in the Guangyuan Metropolitan Area in northeast Sichuan (Fig. 6b) . The coefficients of loss per capita are significant and positive for all the counties in the study area, but there is a downward spatial trend from the west towards the east (Fig. 6c) . The coefficients of Factor 1 are the strongest near the metropolitan areas of Chengdu, Deyang, and Mianyang (Fig. 6d) . The coefficients of Factor 2 are positive throughout the study area, but only are significant in a few southern areas such as Luzhou, Yibin, Zigong, and Leshan. The result is consistent with the global OLS regression. Similar to the OLS model, Factor 3 in the GWR model generally has negative coefficients. Nevertheless, the GWR model is able to describe the spatial distribution of the coefficients of Factor 3. As shown in Fig. 6f , the highest coefficients of Factor 3 are found in the southwestern part of the study area, especially in Yaan and Leshan areas, followed by Aba Prefecture. Also consistent with the OLS model, there are no significant coefficients of Factor 4 at the p \ 0.10 level in the study area. Therefore, we do not include Factor 4 in our further discussion.
Spatial Clusters of the GWR Coefficients
The coefficient maps produced by the GWR model show certain spatial continuities (Fig. 6) , because the coefficients were optimized by local samples that are naturally spatially autocorrelated. Overlaying the coefficient maps for a cluster analysis would help identify boundaries of the underlying regionalization determined naturally by social and economic processes. K-means cluster analysis (Hartigan and Wong 1979 ) is an unsupervised classification method commonly used to identify the natural groups (classes) among the data samples. The input variables are the standardized outputs from the GWR model, including the significant variable coefficients, their associated p-values, and the local r-squared. The number of preset classes (k) is an arbitrarily selected parameter for the K-means algorithm, which needs a user's specification or through optimization. A common practice of optimization is to select the optimal k value by using the AIC method (Milligan and Cooper 1985) . In our analysis, the k = 4 gave the minimum AIC. Therefore, the study area was partitioned to four different regions by the K-means algorithm. The regions are shown in Fig. 7 and their statistics are summarized in Table 7 . The mean values of the coefficients in each of the four regions depict the strength of the association of each independent variable with community resilience. The stronger the association, the better the possibility that relevant disaster relief policies will enhance resilience. Therefore, we can suggest following localized policies to improve community resilience to seismic hazards:
(1) Region 1 (the blue area in Fig. 7 ) mainly includes the counties in the northeastern part of the study area. In this region, intercept, loss per capita, and Factors 1 and 3 are significant. It has higher coefficients of intensity, loss per capita, and Factor 1, and lower coefficients of intercept and Factor 3 than other regions. Most counties are located relatively far from the epicenter of the earthquake. The GWR coefficients show that the negative association of the earthquake damage with the recovery rate was stronger than other regions. In order to achieve a better recovery rate in this area, it would be effective to allocate more recovery resources to those counties that suffered higher losses. The economic development level of this region is medium. The negative coefficients of Factor 3 (income level and ethnicity) lead to the conclusion that the minorities predominant in this area are less resilient to earthquake disasters than the general population. This is consistent with Cutter et al. (2003) , that is, ethnic minority populations are most likely to be isolated by social or cultural barriers (Cutter et al. 2003 (Cutter et al. , 2008 , which would make them less resilient to disasters. (2) Region 2 (the red area in Fig. 7 ) includes the counties in the southeastern segment of the study area. Here regression intercepts are not significant, an indication that this area has weak resilience in general. Factor 2 coefficients are positive and significant. Figure 6e reveals that Region 2 is unique in that it is the only area with significant Factor 2 coefficients. Factor 2 reflects economic dependency on secondary industries. The positive sign of Factor 2 suggests that the society supported by the secondary industries is more resilient to earthquake disasters than the general population. Other than Factor 2, this region has Fig. 7) is located in the western half of the study area. In Region 3, four variables are significant: intercept, loss per capita, Factors 1 and 3. Among all regions, the resilience of Region 3 has the slightest influence from earthquake loss and the strongest influence from Factor 1- cultural barriers as well as physical isolation caused by the topography made recovery difficult for those minority and low-income populations. More resources should be allocated to these regions when planning for disaster preparedness, relief, and recovery, than the general population. (4) Region 4 (the purple area in Fig. 7 ) constitutes the central transitional zone of the study area. In this region intercept, loss per capita, and Factors 1 and 3 are significant but the magnitudes are not very strong. Earthquake damage in this region has not had much impact on resilience. Overall, this region's ethnic minority population is a major negative impact factor on resilience. In other words, lower resilience is found in areas with more ethnic minority populations. Policymakers shall focus more on helping ethnic minority population improve their social and economic status.
Discussion and Conclusions
Although the result of the OLS regression analysis in this study confirms the relationship between the selected socioeconomic factors and community resilience to seismic hazard, the GWR model enables deeper exploration of geographical heterogeneity in the study area. General statistical methods have been criticized for their attempt to generalize human objects while neglecting the spatial structure of society. The use of a location-based model, GWR, compensates for the weakness of the pure statistical model that measures the correlation between a dependent variable and independent variables over the entire study area. For policy making, the spatial patterns of the coefficients can provide useful knowledge about local needs. In other words, the global regression answers generalized questions such as ''Is factor x significant everywhere?'', while the GWR model answers geographically specific questions such as ''Is factor x significant here?'' Location-based decisions can help allocate the limited resources available for disaster mitigation programs for their best use. Therefore, the use of geographical analysis based on local regression models such as GWR can effectively assist decision making in the disaster management sciences, especially in areas where the economic and social conditions of the society are highly variable by locations.
As a local regression model, GWR is able to account for the spatial continuity of sample data. We used GWR to explore the relationships between socioeconomic variables and resilience. However, several critiques of GWR exist. Most prominent are claims that GWR models lack a rigorous, formal statistical analysis (Congdon 2003; LeSage 2004; Wheeler and Calder 2007) , and local collinearity (Wheeler and Tiefelsdorf 2005; Yu et al. 2009 ). We do not rate GWR models higher than traditional OLS regression models. Both model forms were helpful to our research in understanding the variables and problem to be explained. We used the OLS regression to confirm the selection of variables and GWR to explore the spatial pattern of the regression coefficients. Our tests showed that no local collinearity existed in our data, which was indicated by the small local condition numbers in the regression report.
Furthermore, the quantitative methods used in our study compare favorably with those used by other social science and humanity studies. We used the regionalization analysis to partition the study area into multiple sections characterized by relatively uniform coefficient values generated by the local regression model. This is similar to what has been used in regional geography research that studies the unique combination of characteristics of an area (Peet 1998) . Despite the similarity in the form and the descriptive nature, our approach is fundamentally different from those of the traditional regional social science that were criticized for their lack of scientific evidence to define a ''region.'' The regions defined by the traditional approach are subjective and scientifically unpredictable. In contrast, our approach is based on the quantitative methodology that underlies regression models-our regional divisions are empirically defined. Specifically, in this study we used the K-means clustering method to define regions. The regions created by our regionalization analysis are predictable and scientifically justifiable, and essentially it is the GIS that makes such an approach possible. Hence, one of the contributions of this article is to illustrate and promote the use of GIS-based spatial analysis and statistics in natural disaster studies. A study of society's resilience to a major earthquake event was illustrated using regression models. In the study area, earthquakes are a tremendously destructive threat to the community and this geological hazard has occurred at fairly regular time intervals (Li et al. 2015b ). The study area included over 105 counties in Sichuan, southwestern China, which were hit in 2008 by the Wenchuan Earthquake. A GWR model revealed the spatially varying strength of the area's socioeconomic factors in relation to the social resilience of local communities to seismic hazard. Based on spatial analysis in a GIS, we were able to infer location-sensitive decisions for allocation of disaster relief resources provided by the government. This invokes a new approach to spatial decision support in disaster management science. In this article, we also illustrated a general analytical framework for community resilience assessment. We anticipate that similar approaches will be applied to other disaster management studies. In future research, it would be beneficial to add a time dimension to our data for more comprehensive analyses, which enables longitudinal trend analyses of disaster events and the study of the coupled human-nature system and disaster-response system in a spatiotemporal framework.
